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Humpback whales can grow to be up to 16 m long and weigh an average of 36,000 kg. They 
have unusually long pectoral fins that are nearly 1/3 of their body length, giving them their 
scientific name Megaptera novaeangliae, meaning ?big wing of New England.? Their pectoral 
fins and the undersides of their tail flukes can be all black, all white or any combination of the 
two. Individuals can be identified by these colouration patterns, which are as unique as a 
human finger print. Despite their large size, they are known to be acrobatic, occasionally 
breaching and slapping their fins on the water?s surface, They live in most oceans, 
undergoing yearly migrations of up to 8,300 km from their breeding and calving areas in 
tropical and subtropical waters to the nutrient rich polar waters where the spend their 
summers feeding. They do not eat in the winter, and live off their fat stores during the 
breeding and calving season.

All humpback whales vocalize, making a variety of sounds called wops, grunts, upsweeps, 
downsweeps, whistles, etc. Male humpback whales combine their vocalizations into complex 
patterns that form songs up to half an hour long, which they repeat for hours or days. All 
humpback whales in a particular ocean region sing the same song, which changes from year 
to year.

Humpback whales have a lifespan of 45 to 50 years. Humans and possibly orcas are their 
only predators. Threats to humpback whales include ship collisions, entanglement in fishing 
gear and noise pollution.

Call Types Description
Duration 
(seconds)

Frequency 
Range

Wops, grunts, downsweeps, 
upsweeps, whistles

My be combined in 
complex patterns to form 
a 8-30 min song

1 to 10 20 Hz to 25 Hz

Mysticeti

Mysticetes are some of the largest animals on Earth, and they eat some of the smallest 
animals in the ocean. Instead of teeth, mysticetes have flexible, hairy keratin plates called 
baleen. They take large gulps of water and filter it through their baleen, eating the plankton, 
krill and small fish left behind. They were heavily hunted in the 17

th
 to 20

th
 centuries for oil, and their 

baleen had many uses, including collar stiffeners and corset stays. Many mysticetes are migratory. 7 of the 15 

Mysticeti species inhabit the eastern North Pacific. Some mysticete species may be threatened by climate change, 

because some species depend heavily on plankton as a food source; plankton abundance and distribution is 

affected by changes to the ocean associated with climate change.
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Ocean Networks Canada has recorded the following Mysticete species:

Humpback Whale

Grey Whale

Fin Whale

Blue Whale
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